PO! & EPS Ext. Issues - FEB 11

Date Added
to List

2/11/2019

2/11/2019

Detected on
Date

2/8/2019

2/1/2019

Item ID

Application

Summary

Module

13014 PostalOne!

eInduction: MDQ-IV not receiving Undocumented errors for
non-continuous MIDs
Mail.dat & Mail.XML

13000 PostalOne!

On the Fee Expiration Dates Report under Balances and
Fees, the Fee Due Date and the Paid column are
sometimes incorrectly showing the fee as due and unpaid.

PO! not sending Mailing City and Mailing State for outbound
transactions to EPS in a spot that EPS can currently use to
populate in EPS reports and to pass on to IV MTR
BMEU

2/11/2019

1/23/2019

12971 PostalOne!

1/31/2019

1/17/2019

12962 PostalOne!

1/31/2019

1/8/2019

1311 eBilling

1/31/2019

1/7/2019

1309 eBilling

1/7/2019

1/4/2019

12912 PostalOne!

1/7/2019

1/4/2019

12909 PostalOne!

1/7/2019

1/2/2019

1/7/2019

1/2/2019

1301 eBilling

12903 PostalOne!

02-Medium

Administrative Module 02-Medium

02-Medium

Mixed Class Comail Jobs with Pre-Price Mailing Dates
Incorrectly Throwing Arrival Date Errors During Finalization
ETR 1311 - Permit records in EPS with Delete status
prevent EPS account closure
ETR 1309 - Performance issue with EPS portal dashboard
page not loading

Domestic Postage
Processing
Manage Payment
Account
Manage Payment
Account

StartTheClockDelivery split issue with message greater
than 500KB in PushDD

Mail.XML WS

PO! not sending piece rate and pound rate to EPS for
Commercial ePacket (3700P)
BMEU
ETR 1301 - EPS Accounts with suspended ACH Debits are Manage Payment
getting skipped for deactivation due to returns
Methods

Mail.dat - Error 3955 throwing for transportation update
jobs when consolidator has not been submitted

Priority

Mail.dat & Mail.XML

02-Medium
01-Low
02-Medium

03-High

01-Low
02-Medium

01-Low

12/31/2018

12/21/2018

12880 PostalOne!

EPS regression - When MT permit is linked to trust primary
EPS account opening and estimated closing balances are Postage Statement
not displayed in PW summary and ecan pages.
Wizard

2/11/2019

12/17/2018

12865 PostalOne!

MDAT - Validation throwing incorrectly in Non-Incidental
Enclosure

Mail.dat & Mail.XML

01-Low

12/31/2018

12/12/2018

12850 PostalOne!

PW - BPM Fees Warning Displaying incorrectly for NonPresorted Mail Pieces

Postage Statement
Wizard

01-Low
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02-Medium

Target
Release

Release Notes
Filtering for the Mail Quality Data (MQD) used by Informed Visibility (IV) will be updated to include
non-continuous Mailer IDs (MIDs) in the MQD-IV feed. This will align the MQD-IV data feed to
MicroStrategy reporting. Currently, Undocumented errors for non-continuous MIDs scanned by
Intelligent Mail Visibility Service (IMVIS) are incorrectly filtered out of the MQD-IV data feed. As a
result, mailers see Undocumented errors in their MicroStrategy reports which are not reflected in the
MQD-IV data feed.

On the Permit Fees Detail Report under Balances and Fees, the Fee Due Date and the Paid
column are sometimes incorrectly showing the fee as due and unpaid.
The PostalOne! System will modify the way in which the Mailing City and Mailing State are sent to
the Enterprise Payment System (EPS) for outbound transactions. This will enable the data to be
included in the Commercial Mailing and Shipping Details report and will also be sent to the Informed
3/17/2019 Visibility - Mail Tracking and Reporting (IV-MTR) system for reporting.
Postage statement processing for the PostalOne! System will be updated to correct an error
preventing finalization of mixed-class co-mail statements with mailing dates prior to the price-change
effective date. Statements of this type are incorrectly evaluated as post-price change statements,
resulting in an Arrival Date error during finalization. The error is:"Mail Arrival Date must be between
1/27/2019 and 1/31/2019".
An issue will be corrected that currently prevents an EPS account from being closed due to the
Delete status of the linked permit.
Performance will be improved for loading the Dashboard page on the EPS portal.
Mail.XML Data Distribution will be updated to properly handle large StartTheClockDelivery
messages greater than 500KB. For files of this size, the message is split into multiple parts for
Mail.XML Push Data Distribution. However, currently several data elements are missing or incorrect
in the resulting split XML files. The DropShipYesNo value is being incorrectly changed from "Y" to
"N" in the split files, and the ContainerID, ContainerType, and Intelligent Mail (IM) barcode
3/17/2019 (IMcb/IMpb/IMtb) are missing from the XML split files.
For Commercial ePacket statements using an Enterprise Payment System (EPS) permit, the piece
rate and pound rate will be displayed in the EPS Line Details Report at the account level. Currently,
EPS is not receiving this information from the PostalOne! System for Commercial ePacket
transactions using an EPS permit.
EPS will be updated to correcte an issue that causes EPS Accounts with suspended ACH Debits to
be bypassed for deactivation due to the presence of one or more returns.
Mail.dat validation will be updated to reinstate error 3955 and prevent it from being incorrectly
generated for transportation update submissions when a consolidator has not been submitted.
Mail.dat error code 3955 is currently being generated incorrectly for transportation update
submissions that have no consolidator job. The error has been temporarily set to a warning until the
issue is resolved. Error code 3955 is: "The .csm Container Status field value provided was {1}; it
cannot contain T = Transportation Information Update, if after R = Ready To Pay or X = Previously
3/17/2019 Closed or Paid, after the co-palletization consolidator job has been submitted."
The Postal Wizard Summary will be updated to consistently reflect the correct opening balance and
estimated closing balance for Enterprise Payment System (EPS) accounts. Currently, when an EPS
account is linked to a Metered (MT) permit as the primary payment method for the EPS trust, the
Postal Wizard Summary and Electronic Confirmation Acceptance Notice (eCAN) pages do not
3/17/2019 display the correct opening and estimated closing balances for the account.
Mail.dat validation will be updated to properly account for eDoc submissions that include nonincidental enclosures with a different rate type than that of the host component. Currently, Mail.dat
validation incorrectly generates error 4871 in this scenario. As a workaround until the issue is
resolved, error code 4871 has been temporarily changed to a warning message. Mail.dat validation
code 4871 will be reinstated to error status upon resolution of the issue. Mal.dat validation 4871 is:
"The .mpu Mail Piece Unit - Rate Type must be populated with the same value as the host .cpt
6/9/2019 Component - Rate Type."
The Postal Wizard will be updated to eliminate the display of an incorrect fee warning message for
Bound Printed Matter (BPM) postage statements. Currently, during entry of non-presorted BPM
postage statements in Postal Wizard, a warning is incorrectly displayed notifying the user that the
BPM fees are not up-to-date. Presort/Destination Entry Fees are not applicable to Non3/17/2019 Presorted/Non-Destination Entry mail.
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Date Added
to List

Detected on
Date

1/7/2019

12/4/2018

2/11/2019

11/29/2018

12/31/2018

11/29/2018

2/11/2019

1/7/2019

1/7/2019

11/1/2018

11/9/2018

11/2/2018

Item ID

Application

ETR 1263 - Multiple trust deposits/transactions for one
account that are very close together can return 500 error

Process Transactions 02-Medium

12823 PostalOne!

ETR - Correct POSASP XSD validation failure

Interface

02-Medium

12825 PostalOne!

Mail.dat Firm Bundles with One or More ComboPacks

Mail.dat & Mail.XML

02-Medium

12759 PostalOne!

Mailer Fee Calendar does not display EPS account
numbers

Mailer View
Functionality

02-Medium

The Mailer Fee Calendar will be updated to include the Enterprise Payment System (EPS) account
number for permits linked to an EPS account. The Mailer Fee Calendar is accessed from the
Balance and Fees page and displays a list of permits along with their associated account numbers.

1234 eBilling

ETR 1234 - EPS is not sending a customer update file for
closed accounts

Mail.dat & Mail.XML

02-Medium

Mail.dat & Mail.XML

02-Medium

Domestic Postage
Processing

01-Low

11/2/2018

12762 PostalOne!

12/31/2018

10/31/2018

12754 PostalOne!

Dashboard – Unable to View Postage Register for Large
Mailings

2/11/2019

9/20/2018

02-Medium

IM Container Barcode being inserted for non fully finalized
containers

1/7/2019

10/12/2018

Manage Payment
Account

Priority

12763 PostalOne!

Mail.dat Client encounters Validator level system error on
potentially seamless submission when postage statement
mailing date is not populated

2/11/2019

Module

Target
Release

Release Notes
EPS transaction processing logic will be updated to properly handle multiple trust transactions that
occur at nearly the same time. Currently, this scenario can sometimes incorrectly return a failed
status (“500: Internal Server Error”), even though the transaction was actually processed
successfully. As a result, downstream systems see an incorrect status, which looks as if the later
3/17/2019 transaction failed when it did not.
The new version of Mail.XML has caused an issue with POSASP data loads in Production.
POSASP XSDs need to be updated to include V & X enumeration values in the addressType and
generate new xmlbeans java classes based on the updated XSDs. The updated XSDs
accommodate the V and X enumeration values and resolve the present issue with the PO-SASP
data loads.
With this change the PostalOne! System Mail.dat application will allow for Periodicals mailings to
have Firm-Bundles that contain Polybags/ComboPacks. This change will allow for piece charges to
be calculated corectly to one piece per Firm-Bundle as compared to one piece per ComboPack.
This change does not change the logic of ComboPacks in other Non-Firm Bundles (an existing
feature).

1263 eBilling

Summary

12695 PostalOne!

12653 PostalOne!

Mail.dat - Rounding for Metered Correct Statements
resulting in .01 Postage Due

Mail.dat – Correct Parcel Select Lightweight Service Type
Code Valdations

Mail.dat & Mail.XML

Mail.dat & Mail.XML
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01-Low

01-Low

EPS will be updated to consistently identify and send a customer update file to Oracle Accounts
Receivable (A/R) for closed accounts. A defect introduced in a previous release erroneously
prevents inactive customer accounts from being sent to Oracle A/R. This causes Oracle A/R to
continuously retry deposits submitted against the closed accounts, and the funds that are part of the
3/17/2019 deposit require a manual cancellation of the submission in order to remedy.
Mail.dat validation will be updated to properly handle deletions for Intelligent Mail container barcodes
(IMcbs) on consolidator submissions. Currently, when a Mail.dat deletion job is submitted for a traybased consolidator, the pallet IMcbs are not being deleted from the PostalOne! System. As a result,
valid barcodes can then incorrectly fail eDoc submission with error code 7106. Error code 7106 is:
"For Seamless, the .csm Label: IM Container Or IM Tray Barcode field must be unique within the
submitted job and amongst all physical pallets associated to the .seg eDoc Sender CRID value that
3/17/2019 were finalized within the last 45 days of the Postage Statement Mailing Date."
Mail.dat client validation will be updated to prevent a system error from occurring on potential
seamless submissions. Currently, when the mailer constructs a Mail.dat job submission with a
Customer Registration ID (CRID) enrolled as seamless (either currently or previously), if the .csm
Postage Statement Mailing Date is not populated on the container(s), the job fails validation with a
system error. For example, this may occur in the scenario where a mailer may submit a Mail.dat job
with a blank .csm Container Status if they intend only to generate a Qualification Report. The
validation logic will be updated to bypass the .csm Postage Statement Mailing Date when it is not
populated. This issue does not impact postage.
3/17/2019
The PostalOne! System Dashboard will be updated to properly display the Postage Statement
Register for large mailings. Currently, an error appears when users attempt to access the Postage
Statement Register for a large mailing. The message "Page Cannot Be Displayed" or "Error in
Pagination" displays.
Mail.dat postage statement processing will be updated to correct a rounding issue for Metered
Correct postage statements that can incorrectly result in $0.01 postage due for Metered Correct
mailings submitted by Mail.dat. Currently, Mail.dat rounds the USPS Total Adjusted Postage to two
decimal places, but the Affixed Postage remains rounded to 3 decimal places.
Mail.dat and Mail.XML validation will be updated to correct the evaluation logic for Parcel Select
Lightweight Service Type Code. Currently, for electronic Parcel Select Lightweight submissions
containing valid Service Type Codes, warning code 4539 (Mail.dat) or 9571 (Mail.XML) is incorrectly
generated. The applicable warning codes (shown below) are unchanged.
Mail.dat validation warning 4539: "For {1}, the STC portion of the IMpb provided in the .pdr IM
Barcode field must match the .mpu Mail Piece Unit - Class. The value provided was {2}"
Mail.XML validation warning 9571: "The STC portion of the IMPackageBarcode populated in the
ServiceTypeCode field of the IMPackageBarcode block in the MailPieceCreateRequest or
MailPieceUpdateRequest must match the FormType provided in the
3/17/2019 QualificationReportSummaryCreateRequest message."
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Date Added
to List
1/16/2019

Detected on
Date
9/12/2018

Item ID

Application

1167 eBilling

Summary
Mailing Details Report shows twice the Piece Count

1/16/2019

8/29/2018

12618 PostalOne!

1/16/2019

8/28/2018

12614 PostalOne!

The mail.dat client failed to upload job due to exceed the
allowable size limit of pdr file
Inc 3495594 - CAPS Transaction History Report missing
Adjustment Transactions

8/29/2018

8/1/2018

12573 PostalOne!

PostalOne Mail Owner Report and Customer Mail Report
Total Postage do not match

Module

Priority

PostalOne! Reports

02-Medium
Interface

02-Medium

Reports

01-Low

8/22/2018

7/3/2018

12513 PostalOne!

Incorrect Mailing Volume Information on Mail
Owner/Preparer Scorecard

Reports

02-Medium

7/3/2018

7/3/2018

12511 PostalOne!

EPS Account Balance Displayed Incorrectly on
Confirmation Page

Domestic Postage
Processing

01-Low

2/11/2019

6/11/2018

12474 PostalOne!

1/16/2019

5/25/2018

1042 eBilling

1/31/2019

2/22/2018

924 eBilling

Regression Automation -- Standard Mail non-identical
statement -- difference in total weight in Presort verification Domestic Postage
in BMEU and Mailer
Processing
02-Medium
ETR 1042 - Incorrect handling of ACH Debit Returns within
EPS impacts customer trust balance
Process Transactions 03-High
Standard Report
EPS User's Session Ended Despite Activity
Functionality
03-High

12/12/2017

11/14/2017

11718 PostalOne!

8/1/2017

7/12/2017

11233 PostalOne!

Fees for Parcel Select, Media Mail and Library Mail should
be $0 (since R45 at least). PO! shows $225 per class.
Fee waiver status display on Balance and Fees update
required

3/8/2017

3/6/2017

10766 PostalOne!

1/23/2017

1/22/2017

10/13/2016

10/11/2016

BMEU

03-High

BMEU

02-Medium

Issue Level Postage Statement - Report not displaying for
some permit accounts - possibly a browser issue

Reports

02-Medium

10593 PostalOne!

PDF download of PS Form 3600 First Clas Mail postage
statement displays Part A Total rounded incorrectly

BMEU

01-Low

10149 PostalOne!

Mail Owner Report does not show name of mail owner for
single mail owner statements as part of a combined mail

Reports

02-Medium

NonProfit

02-Medium

Domestic Postage
Processing

02-Medium

5/9/2016

4/21/2016

9480 PostalOne!

SN - INC000001324732 - Update Non Profit System to
allow email address ending in other than .edu, .com., .org

2/2/2016

2/1/2016

8964 PostalOne!

In MERLIN the Presort postage is incorrectly subtracted
from USPS Total Adjusted Postage.
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Target
Release

Release Notes
The Mailing Details Report will be updated to accurately reflect the piece count. Currently, a defect
causes the piece count to be doubled for some transactions.
The Mail.dat client fails to upload jobs that exceed the allowable size limit for Piece Detail Record
(PDR) files. The current size limit for PDR files is 2,147,483,647 bytes. As a temporary workaround,
users can split the PDR file or use a Piece Barcode (PBC) file instead.
The CAPS Transaction History Report will be updated to correct a defect in data retrieval that
prevents the report from displaying Adjustment Transactions.
For Mail.dat submissions, PostalOne! System Report processing will be updated to correct a display
issue. The total postage reflected for a customer on the Mail Owner Report does not match the
postage for the customer in the Customer Mail Report.
The Mailer Scorecard will be updated to consistently reflect accurate mailing volume information.
Currently, a defect in summarization of the mailing data from the PostalOne! System is resulting in
incorrect volume counts for some mailers on the Mailer Scorecard. The impacted volume counts are
reported on the Mailer Scorecard as lower than the actual volume.
A display issue will be corrected on the Confirmation page to enable the Enterprise Payment System
(EPS) Account Balance and Estimated Ending Balance to display accurately. Currently, incorrect
balance amounts are displayed on the Confirmation page due to a logic defect in retrieval of these
balances. This is a display issue only.

An issue will be corrected to use consistent rounding methodology for USPS Marketing Mail nonidentical postage statements between the Business Mail Entry Unit (BMEU) and the Postal Wizard.
Currently, there is a difference in the Total Weight calculation for Presort verification between BMEU
and Postal Wizard entered statements. Within the BMEU, the unit weight for Presort verification is
not rounded up; however the Postal Wizard rounds the unit weight. The difference in the Total
Weight for Presort verifications can sometimes result in different amounts for the Mail Piece Weight
3/17/2019 in Ounces, which is used for calculation of the Additional postage.
EPS will be updated to properly handle ACH Debit Return transactions to ensure an accurate trust
3/17/2019 balance.
EPS will be updated to prevent user sessions from timing out incorrectly due to perceived inactivity.

The PostalOne! System will be updated to properly handle annual mailing fees for Parcel Select
Mail (destination entry or Lightweight), Presorted Media Mail, and Presorted Library Mail. There is no
annual fee for mail in those classes. The Fee Payment Confirmation page incorrectly shows a fee of
$225 for transactions in those mail classes, but should display $0 instead.
The Balance and Fees page will be updated to correct the display of fee and fee waiver status
information. This is a display issue only.
An issue will be corrected to ensure the Periodicals Issue Level Postage Statement can be
consistently displayed. Currently, the Periodicals Issue Level Postage Statement is not displaying for
some permit accounts.
The downloadable PDF format of First-Class Mail postage statements will be updated to display the
"Part A Total" using 2 decimal places for consistency with the online postage statement, as specified
in DMM 604 section 7.1.2, Expression of Numerical Values. This is a display issue only on the
downloadable PDF for First-Class Mail postage statements, and does not affect the postage
charged on the statements.
For postage statements which are part of a combined mailing and which have only one mail owner,
the Mail Owner name is blank on the Mail Owner Report accessed from the PostalOne! System
Dashboard.
The Non Profit Application Authorization System will be updated to recognize email addresses with
more than 3 characters in the top-level domain name. This will allow the system to accept email
addresses with extensions other than .com, .net, .gov., .org, etc. (e.g., xyz@testuser.info).
MERLIN Presort Postage is incorrectly being subtracted from USPS Total Adjusted Postage. Lower
than expected postage amounts are displayed when a job is processed by MERLIN and manually
finalized.

